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July 2015 Newsletter
by Lilian Mustelier
About this time of the year my cousin Sten, who lives in Sweden, starts roaming the world in search of the perfect picture for my “End of the Year
Book”. I put this on line each December for everyone to be able to reflect on the passing year. This year he sent me this picture accompanied by
the following explanation. An explanation is a rarity, since Sten expects me to be able to read his mind and know what he is trying to say.

A UFO had landed near Helsingborg ( Angelholm ) : The man Gösta Carlsson, who later discovered the secret of how pollen can
use trees for Healing Tablets. After he was rich and a lot of money was spent for the community Ängelholm,He had this monument
built in 1976 in honor of his experience.
Short-text would be…. he ran into a UFO landing. The contact allowed him to develop some kind of healing agent from pollen and bark of trees.
After sharing much of his wealth with his City, Angleholm, he used some of the money and build a monument to commemorate his experience in
1976.
Originally the newsletter was suppose to revolve around a Rap Song I was asked to listen to and give my opinion on. It dealt with Social Justice
and I was so excited to be able to readdress that subject. For two weeks I tried reaching the owner of the song for permission to share it in my
newsletter, due to copyright. Two days before reaching my deadline it became apparent it was not to be at this time, and I needed to rethink the
content of July’s Newsletter. I often construct a newsletter in my head while driving, so it was at this time, while traveling to an appointment at the
Doctors office that I thought about the picture Sten had provided me with and imagined what the occupants….if indeed there were any… would
think about my immediate world and surroundings.
The Clinic I decided to have as a medical care providor had summoned me to come in for an appointment. Soooo, I set out to drive there and while
doing so wrote my newsletter in my head, at least that is what I thought. It is exiting to see we have fun cars again, mostly Babyboomers are
driving snazzy personality reflecting bright colored cars. I thought about what IF…. there were actual Exraterrestrials amoung us observing the way
we did things. The way we behave, the way we live and what kind of transportation we use. In case they look at this historically, the horse drawn
buggies are gone. Just look at the progress we, as humans, have made. We rush around like ants about 4 PM- that is the time everyone decides
to travel on public streets and highways. We honk horns, blast music and curse at each other. We are glad to be done with our days work and able
to relax by watching TV and playing video games, so we can start all over the next day.
I am at the Clinic. I sign in and am asked to sign 2 papers. The first one is a declaration that I or anyone I know does not suffer from Ebola. After all
I live in America, in the Great North West. The other paper is for me to agree to treatment and medications prescribed to me by the clinic, even if it
means it is totally different than what I normally take. I refused to sign the second paper. I got weighed…and found I lost another 2 pounds without
trying… Temperature is fine and so is my blood pressure. On the menu today are 3 shots: Tetanus, Pneumonia and Shingles, if I want them. I
refused. A mammogram, Bone-density test, colonascopy, diabetis screening and a general blood test. OK, I choose mammogram and Bone
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density scan and refuse the rest.
I jokingly ask for a VD Check since I am NOT sexually active, and was advised this was not the day for VD Checks. I am however giving a referral
to the mental department of the clinic…AT MY REQUEST. Doctor is pleased my bloodpressure is back to normal…thanks to the Bloodpressure
pills I did NOT take. She askes if I’d like a refill, I refuse.
If I was confused, imagine how those ETs observing this must have tried to sort that out….. not to mention to balance that out with people standing
on the street with signs begging for food because they are hungry and some of the dogs accompanying the homeless are in need of water in 90
degree weather.
I stop at the store to buy grapes and ask to use the bathroom. The grapes are at the checkout stand but entrance to the bathroom is denied to me.
What to do, what to do? Pee on the floor and pose for a selfi? Wonder how that would confuse my alien friends…. OR NOT, since by now they
must wonder what a strange world I live in.
I updated the predictions for 2015 because I felt everything I was looking at had happened already. In the update I saw ( perceived) an event
similar in energy to September 11. And there it is. A young man goes into a church in Charleston SC, sits and prays with a study group and without
hesitation shoots and kills 9 of the people he was just praying with. He assumes…and according to his manifesto wants to start a race war, instead
people unite, much like they did after 9-11. This killing accomplished the total opposite of what the Killer intended.
Even though the same ideology exists today it would appear that the Confederate Flag will finally exit our reality and take its proper place in a
Museum rather than flying over a State Capitol or imprinted on other objects in 2015. And to think how many years people fought about wanting to
accomplish that. Just like a yellow road sign suggests a safe speed around a curve, people forget it must have taken traumatic events of someone
having died before someone had enough brains…after a long fight by some…to erect that sign to keep or try to keep people safe by posting a
warning.
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I like this one from 1965! That is so long ago the copyright if okay by now as a public domain.
When I got home I recalled what I had seen a few days earlier when watching the Mini Series Book Of Negroes. WHY, at the end of the Civil war
did people think it was unsafe to stick with the North, which is now the United States…today I wonder if it really is…. why did they think they would
be enslaved again. If I was one of my imaginary alien friends I might not think that is a strange question. Look at the treatment and mostly the
difference in treatment of some of our citizens, and it is so clear. All indigenous people of the planet experience the same discrimination around the
globe. Take a look at some of the Native American Issues, the Aboriginal Issues of Australia. So similar! There is no excuse for ignorance, use
your social network and TALK to people of different ethnicities and see what you can learn. And then of course we have other problems also.
Floods, food shortages, extreme heat waves across the world. Sun-flare entering with Earth Gravity, all the problems which we should really work
on as a collective human race.
Ancient Aliens airs on the History Channel on Fridays. Take a look…even if you are NOT into or believe in the subject. It may surprise you what
you can walk away with, here is a little sample of what caught my attention last week. Pumapunku Tiwanaku Site near Tiwanaku, Bolivia. Evidence
from 1500 BC. What IF it is true and Ancient Aliens have been here and are observing our evolution. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pumapunku. A
reminder that TERRESTIAL means from EARTH. Extraterrestrial means not from Earth and CELESTIAL means from stars and planet and
galactic.
The gracious PUMA is no more, another animal extinct. What have we done to the planet….? Now that we have Health-insurance in the USA
much money is being spent on illnesses which have not happened. Uninsured people still have no means of relief. I felt like I was going to a
200,000 mile checkup. Needless to say it is 200,000 miles what to expect. There was strange lighting in the bathroom and I saw my face as it
really looks- lines everywhere. I am getting wiser by the minute.
Love and Light,
Lilian
Here is a live feed to an Eagle Nest: enjoy. Also the update to 2015 predictions AND a surprise from Germany.
http://www.ydr.com/eagle/ci_27779192/second-eaglet-hatches-hanover-area-nest
HAMBURG, GERMANY – For centuries, walls have stood defenseless, befouled by generations of public urinators. Now, it’s peeback
time. Community organizers in Hamburg’s party district, St. Pauli, are sending a message to drunken revelers: walls are not urinals. They’ve
coated the neighborhood’s urination hotspots with an superhydrophobic paint. Basically, it makes walls pee right back at you.
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